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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The Ford F is a versatile full-size pickup that can
be configured in a number of ways. With models ranging from the workaday XL to the luxurious
Limited trim to the off-road special SVT Raptor, the F lineup has a little something for
everybody. Powering the F lineup are four engines. The base engine is the 3. Above that are two
V-8 engines, including a 5. The twin-turbo 3. All engines come paired to a six-speed automatic
transmission with a shifter-mounted switch for manual gear changes. Rear-drive is standard on
most trim levels, with four-wheel drive available. The 5. A number of different rear axles are
available, including a locking 4. Tow ratings range from , pounds, depending on equipment.
Three bed sizes are offered along with three cab styles. We liked the Ford F enough to name it
our Truck of the Year. During that rigorous program, we said of two F testers we sampled,
"Regardless of the drivetrain, the judges were unanimously impressed with the F's ability to
earn its keep. In towing or hauling, the consensus was both trucks only got better the harder
they were working. Like the body, the F's cabin can be configured in numerous ways. Base XL
models feature a front bench seat and column shifter in regular cab format, and all others
receive front bucket seats with a center console storage bin. The F Tremor sport truck joins the
lineup for , offering EcoBoost power, a short wheelbase, and locking rear differential. A natural
gas option arrives for the 3. America's best-selling pickup gives you more reasons to buy.
Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price
depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an
approximation. See All Specs. Expand All Vehicle Overview. Key Competitors. All Model Years
The Ford F is offered in a substantial array of trims and powertrains to accommodate all manner
of towing, hauling or off-road needs. Although it's not the freshest full-size truck out there, it
remains a must-drive for shoppers. When you're shopping for a full-size pickup truck, you
quickly realize how evenly matched the players are: Cab styles, engines and towing capacities
are all pretty similar across the board. Yet the sheer variety within the Ford F lineup has always
set this truck apart from its rivals. You can choose a stripped-down work truck, lather on the
luxury with plush versions like the King Ranch, or equip your F as a serious off-roader via the
specialized SVT Raptor model. Whatever your tastes, you're almost certain to find a Ford F that
meets your needs. The customization starts in the engine bay of the Ford F, which has four
available power plants, ranging from a base V6 to a 6. All are worthwhile choices, but the most
compelling option is the midrange EcoBoost 3. And if you drive your truck every day, you'll be
happy to know this is also the most fuel-efficient of the available F engines. Inside, the F offers
plenty of room, particularly in the popular SuperCrew body style, and you can equip it with all
manner of modern conveniences, including a rearview camera, dual USB ports, an integrated
trailer-brake controller and a voice-activated navigation system although, for many drivers, the
complexity of the MyFord Touch interface takes away some of the convenience. In other
respects, though, the Ford is starting to show its age. Interior materials quality is only so-so,
and extended-cab models SuperCabs, that is still have cumbersome, reverse-hinged rear doors,
whereas most other trucks have adopted front-hinged doors. As minor as these issues might

seem, it's worth your while to check out the F's competition. The Ram is a favorite of ours, given
its top-grade interior and ultra-refined ride quality, and this year it's available with a class-first
turbocharged diesel V6 engine. Meanwhile, the recently revamped Chevrolet Silverado and its
GMC Sierra twin has an impressive new interior of its own and one of the best V8 engines in the
full-size truck class. If towing or hauling is your main priority, the Toyota Tundra is plenty
capable as well, though it doesn't come in nearly as many configurations as the others. Overall,
we think rival pickups now surpass the Ford F in certain areas. But the venerable F remains a
fine all-around choice for consumers seeking a well-equipped truck that returns respectable fuel
mileage. The Ford F is a full-size pickup truck available in regular cab, extended cab SuperCab
and crew cab SuperCrew body styles. Regular and SuperCabs are offered with either a 6.
SuperCrew XL models gain keyless entry, power side mirrors, an overhead console and power
front windows. The STX includes all of the above, along with alloy wheels, additional
body-colored exterior trim, power-adjustable windows, rear power windows for the SuperCab,
cruise control, cloth upholstery, a CD player and an auxiliary audio jack. More creature comforts
come with the XLT in the form of automatic headlights, foglights, rear privacy glass, chrome
exterior trim, a keyless entry keypad, the Sync voice control interface and Bluetooth phone and
audio connectivity. The FX trims add inch alloy wheels, a trailer tow package, an auto-dimming
rearview mirror, a leather-wrapped and telescoping steering wheel with additional controls,
front bucket seats, a six-way power-adjustable driver seat, a household power outlet, an
upgraded 4. Four-wheel-drive FX models also gain hill descent control, skid plates and an
electronic locking rear differential. The Lariat trim drops the FX's off-road equipment but adds
dual-zone automatic climate control, leather upholstery, way power-adjustable heated front
seats, driver-seat memory functions, the MyFord Touch electronics interface with an 8-inch
touchscreen , dual USB ports, power-adjustable pedals and a power-sliding rear window. To
that, the King Ranch adds chrome exterior trim, unique badging inside and out, running boards,
power-folding and heated auto-dimming mirrors, rear parking sensors, an integrated trailer
brake controller, ventilated front seats, heated rear seats, a power-adjustable steering wheel, a
rearview camera, remote ignition, wood interior trim and a premium Sony sound system. The
Platinum trim adds further enticement with inch wheels, xenon headlights, power-deployable
running boards, automatic wipers, a wood- and leather-trimmed steering wheel, a sunroof and a
navigation system. To that, the Limited adds inch wheels, a monochromatic paint job and an
upgraded leather interior. Many of the upper-trim features are available on supporting models
as options. Other add-ons include Ford's Work Solutions system, payload and towing
packages, a cargo management system and a stowable bed extender. Buyers can choose
among four different engines depending on the model selected, but every engine is mated to a
six-speed automatic transmission. Rear-wheel drive is standard across the board, with
four-wheel drive available as an option, except for the Raptor, which is 4WD only. The standard
3. In Edmunds performance testing, this engine propelled the two-wheel-drive F from zero to 60
mph in a decent 8. Upgrading to the 5. With four-wheel drive, an F with this engine accelerated
from zero to 60 mph in 7. The available twin-turbocharged 3. A rear-drive F with this engine hit
60 in an impressive 6. EPA fuel economy is better than the 5. Standard on the SVT Raptor and
optional on other versions is a 6. This V8 takes the heavy F Raptor from zero to 60 mph in 7. The
F's maximum tow ratings range from 6, pounds with the 3. It's important to keep in mind that
published tow ratings don't necessarily reflect real-world driving conditions. Shoppers who
plan to tow regularly will likely prefer the EcoBoost V6 or 6. Standard safety features for all Ford
Fs include four-wheel antilock disc brakes, stability control, trailer sway control, front-seat side
and full-length side curtain airbags. Ford's optional Sync system includes an emergency
crash-notification feature that automatically dials when paired with a compatible cell phone. A
rearview camera and rear parking sensors are standard starting on the King Ranch trim level
and optional on other Fs. In government crash tests, the Ford F received an overall rating of
four out of five stars. It garnered a five-star rating for overall side-impact protection and earned
four stars for frontal protection three stars for the SuperCrew. The Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety gave SuperCrew models a top rating of "Good" in its moderate-overlap
frontal-offset, side-impact and roof-strength tests. In Edmunds brake testing, regular F models
came to a stop from 60 mph in a range of feet. The heavier Raptor with its off-road-oriented tires
stopped in a much longer feet. The Ford F really stands out with its engine selection. Even the
base V6 produces respectable acceleration, while the turbocharged EcoBoost V6 offers an
impressive combination of power, capability and efficiency. The V8s are plenty strong, too, and
the 5. Still, our money would go to the turbocharged V6. Regardless of engine, the Ford F
delivers the sort of ride and handling you'd expect from a pickup. If it's the only truck you
test-drive, you'll probably be quite happy. However, should you drive it back to back with the
Ram or Silverado, the Ford is likely to feel more "trucky" and less confidence-inspiring. You feel

the bumps and ruts more over rough pavement, the steering can be vague and there's less
overall composure when towing. Of course, the purpose-built SVT Raptor stands apart from the
rest as the halo truck that off-road enthusiasts dream about. It can tame some of the toughest
terrain around, but it's also a bit trickier to drive around town due to its wide body and higher
ride height. The Ford F is well suited to life as a work truck. It can be equipped to perform a
variety of work- and recreation-related chores, and little details like the clever tailgate step,
trailer sway control, box side steps and the Work Solutions options make life easier for the
owner. That said, the cabs are starting to show their age. Materials quality is a step down from
the Silverado and Ram , and neither the controls nor the instrumentation look or feel
state-of-the-art anymore. The available MyFord Touch interface also presents some challenges.
The large touchscreen certainly makes the Ford's cabin look higher tech, and it adds genuine
functionality for smartphone users. Unfortunately, the system is prone to glitches and its sheer
complexity makes it distracting to use while driving. On the upside, passenger space remains a
strength of the F It offers superb backseat comfort thanks to abundant legroom, a flat floor and
a seatback angle that's pleasantly reclined. The SuperCab is still fairly roomy, but legroom is
noticeably less generous and opening its rear-hinged clamshell doors is a hassle compared to
the more convenient front-hinged doors on rival extended cabs. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford F Is it better to lease or
buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford F lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. SuperCab's less convenient clamshell rear doors frustrating electronics
interface starting to show its age compared to newer rivals. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Other than a few minor
changes to equipment and options, the Ford F carries over unchanged. Read more. Write a
review See all 53 reviews. Reliable, but there are better options. I purchased this truck brand
new in November of It was a little spontaneous, but my finances were in order and dealerships
were running Black Friday ads featuring very aggressive deals. I assume this was because the
all new aluminum bodies were on their way. Despite what the title says, it is actually a super cab
4x4. I opted for the 3. It's the base engine, but if you just drove it without knowing which engine
it had, you would figure it had a V8. In other words, it doesn't feel underpowered. The engine is
rated at horsepower which looks impressive on paper. That means that in order for it to
generate that much power, the engine must rev very high. The hp rating comes at 6, RPM You
really have to press the gas pedal to wake it up. Once you do, it screams with plenty of power.
To put this in perspective, a F in the 90's with a 5. That's just how far technology has advanced
that a much smaller engine can do the same work consuming less fuel. My truck in its
configuration is rated to tow up to 6,lbs. If you need more capability than this, or tow frequently,
the current 5. The tradeoff I made for less capability was more fuel economy. No, I don't expect
to buy a truck for great fuel economy. I bought this truck for the 4x4 in the winter and the bed
for weekend projects. No need to consume more fuel for more capability that I would never
need. The 3. This was a real area of disappointment, here. I measure my fuel economy with both
trip meters: Trip A is per gas tank, Trip B is per oil change. I did achieve This doesn't even reach
the EPA estimated 16mpg for city driving! Again, credit to advances in technology, this fuel
economy is much improved compared to the old F in the 90's with a 5. But compared to other
newer engines, like the ecoboost 3. We got hit by a couple of snow storms this past winter and
the 4x4 made that a non-issue. Acceleration is great for a base V6 I can usually keep the RPM's
at or below 2, RPM for acceleration which should help with engine longevity Transmission shifts
great, doesn't jerk or do anything else annoying as sometimes happens with other cars. Again,
this should help with reliability and longevity. Steering and braking are where they need to be.
Really enjoy the SYNC system! Always have my iPod hooked up. I rarely talk on the phone, but
when I do its really convenient having the system automatically stop the music and let me talk
hands-free. The sound system could use some improvement. It is weak, but I plan on making
some aftermarket adjustments to fix this. This was a great and reliable truck. Never had any
mechanical issues with it. However, I was intrigued by Ford's new 2. Rated 18 city, 20 mixed,

and 23 highway mpg. So I recently traded in this truck for a new with the 2. I will review this
truck after 10, miles like I did for my , but so far the fuel economy is living up to the hype this
time. I think the 3. Read less. I couldn't be happier. I am a repeat Ford F customer. My trucks
haul firewood, lumber, gravel, building materials, etc. My new purchase is the '14 STX
Supercrew 5. I have about miles on the truck and my avg mpg is My home is on the top of a
mountain and I travel over a lot of country roads during my day. My biggest surprises are the
amount of room in the crew cab and the mileage. The 5L V8 has plenty of get up and go. I chose
the 5L V8 because of my concerns about the longevity of the turbo charged V6. Because I keep
my trucks long past any extended warrenty I could buy, I decided that the proven 5L V8 was my
best option. The interior appears to be well done. The bucket seats are comfortable as is the
rear bench seat. The truck handles like a truck should. If you are looking for a car like ride then
look somewhere else. That being said the handling on this truck is miles head of my previous F
I actually had planned to purchase a different make but ended up back at the Ford dealership.
So far, I couldn't be happier. I enjoyed the but the lease was running out. It is great in the snow.
With the 4 wheel drive you can get through just about anything. With the 5. It's comfortable and
the back seat is huge especially with the seats up. The truck does many things right. It pulls my
boat and trailer with ease which is probably around lbs. Even with the 5. Here is a couple of
annoyances.. In the STX model many times the rubber cup holder liner comes out attached to
my coffee cup. I have never figured out how to retrieve a text when the blue tooth is on and I am
a pretty techy guy. The manual does not explain the sync very well. Around 20, miles I started to
get some vibration when braking. I assume it needs the rotors turned. I have driven a few new
GM trucks my friends have and I still like mine better than theirs. I don't know anything about
the dodges as Chrysler as whole seems to have more reliability problems than Ford or GM. On a
whim I stopped by a Ford dealership and drove a new F Supercrew cab. I then went to a Toyota
dealer and drove a new Tundra. I wanted the 6. The Tundra is a very nice truck, but I liked the
interior layout of the F better, plus the gas mileage on the Toyota was not as good as the Ford.
Yes, gas mileage is important even though gas prices have been comparatively low for well over
a year. That will likely change. So, I went back to the Ford dealer, picked out the truck I wanted
and drove out of their dealership a happy camper! The ride is extremely comfortable and I love
the rear camera for backing as I sometimes pull trailers. My wife has a Toyota Highlander and
wants to sell it and get an F! I have had excellent service with Toyota trucks, so I'll have to wait
and see if Ford is their equal in build quality, but so far, I love my F! Have now had my F for
almost 10 months and have almost 23, miles on it and have had absolutely no problems. I
periodically tow a 2 axle flatbed trailer loaded with a tractor or a single axle trailer for my Harley
and the V6 engine does a great job with no evidence of engine labor, and the backup camera is
terrific! Ford advertises this engine 3. I think all of the manufacturers have a very mysterious
way of calculating mileage, so judging mileage by the window sticker is, as they say, "for
comparison, as your actual mileage may vary". My only negative comment would be with the air
conditioner; I wish it were a bit colder. Vehicle air conditioners were much better when they
used Freon R, but under the government's false premise that R depletes the ozone layer, we're
stuck with the vastly inferior R All that said, I still love my F! Update: I now have almost 40,
miles on my F and have had no real issues. Now that the engine is broken in, the gas mileage
has improved. Every so often I have trouble pairing with my cell phone and it takes over an hour
before it finally pairs. Because I bought the long bed version of my Super Crew cab, it is a bit
more difficult to park in marked parking lots, but that's a decision I made based on stuff that I
haul, so I accept that. My wife, not so much. Do I still love my F? I now have , on my F The
computer screen went junk on me, so I had to have it replaced, bucks! Ford needs to work on
that system as it seems a bit fussy at times. Many times my phone won't sync with the truck
when the phone is sitting in the console. I put new tires on it about 8 months ago. Have had no
problems other than the above. The V-6 engine is still terrific. I think my F is a great truck. See
all 53 reviews of the Used Ford F Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also
viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the F Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car

dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
We have lots more on the site to show you. You've only seen one page. Check out this post
which is one of the most popular of all time. There is no question that the F is a legendary
model of pickup truck, but there are best and worst years. Knowing what year F to avoid is
essential if you want value for money and reliability. What are the best and worst years for the
Ford F? The worst F years, based on total complaints to the National Highway and Traffic Safety
Administration , are , , , , , , , , and The best Ford Fs are , , , , , , , , , and Many models are known
for their ruggedness, family suitable, towing capacity, and durability. However, there are
specific years of Ford Fs that show red flags consistently that you should steer away from. This
guide will give you a comparison of the ten best and the ten worst F truck models that Ford has
ever released, according to customer complain data. There are thousands of complaints about
internal components and functional mechanics like windows failing on these models of F I have
created a list of the worst F years with reasons that include how the truck functions day to day,
how the truck works under hard use, how long the truck will last, and which essential
components of the F break down way too soon! The Ford F from is by far the worst model truck
Ford ever put out. The failure of this truck is mostly due to the high number of engine failure
complaints. When looking at this model, it is clear that it is a real lemon category of trucks. Over
a million of these trucks were affected by corroded gas tank straps causing the gas tank to
detach from the undercarriage of the truck and even drag on the ground! The Ford F from
followed suit from the Engine and window issues made this model annoying and not built to
last. According to the NHTSA campaign number 11V, over 1 million F trucks from were affected
with airbags that deployed inadvertently, which could injure drivers severely. The injury
problem caused a significant recall during this year for the model. You then have overall
reliability problems with this F It sounds crazy to believe but the average miles that these F
would run is only , miles! Possibly one of the worst engines ever built for a truck, the Ford F
from had the most complaints about engine problems and the components that make up the
engine. That is just too expensive and too soon for an engine to fail. You should avoid these
three models at all costs! However, annoying issues like the rear window shattering and leaking
have plagued the legacy of the F from The NHSTA reported hundreds of shattered rear
windows, and leaking in the back window was reported consistently. These transmissions
reported failure several times as early as 35, miles! Also, the engine was known to stop and die
while driving. Losing power from your engine whilst driving is unacceptable and makes this F a
lemon model. This could even rank higher in my list of F years to avoid. The F from is not a
terrible truck by any stretch of the imagination, but still, it is one that has lots of reported
transmission problems and rides rough when shifting gears. Also, in October , it was identified
in over 1 million F trucks that the doors might open unexpectedly while driving! Doors opening
while driving is a problem most would like to avoid, especially if you have infants or small
children riding with you. The is another Ford Truck F that has an engine that can stall and die
while driving. The defectiveness of the engine is also noticeably more common in this model
than earlier models of the truck. Furthermore, just like , the doors are defective on over 1 million
vehicles. The doors can open while driving, a hazardous issue to have which is why this has to
be one of the worst years for the Ford F The Ford F has one of the strangest and most annoying
engine problems on this entire list. Dozens of drivers of the F have complained that the engine
will stall out while accelerating. Stalling out sounds like less of an issue than dying while
driving. But think about how annoying a lack of power is in your truck. These drivers are
experiencing that all the time with this engine. Another odd problem with this model that seems
to show just how much it was built to breakdown is the steering issues it has within k miles.
Several complaints to the NHSTA stated that there were problems with the power steering
working correctly, or that the power steering on these trucks just stopped working altogether.

Power steering is an essential function of any contemporary vehicle. The engine problems in
are not nearly as bad as the and models of the Ford F The chief complaints about the F are loud,
knocking noises, and the spark plugs fouling before their time. Other than the strange sounds
and engine components like spark plugs breaking down too soon, there are not many recalls on
this model. The sparkplugs on the model of the F tend to blow out more quickly than other
models. You will probably end up replacing the sparkplug system at some point in the life of the
truck. The top ten best Ford F models show consistency in their components for several years
at a time and durability in critical parts of the truck, such as the engine and transmission. Whilst
I cannot decide for sure which the best year for the Ford F is, all the pickups on this best of Fs
list are awarded and durable, capable of lasting decades and hundreds of thousands of miles.
Also, the recalls are small and for things that are not very important to the safety or durability of
these trucks. The is a classic hard-body Ford F pick-up truck. The design of this truck is durable
and made for work. The weight limit and towing capacity are incredible for the size of the truck.
You can still find many of these models on used car lots or online used car websites with , miles
or more! Another classic from the s, the Ford F came with step sides and great graphic decals
on some stock models. The Ford F is also a powerful horsepower engine capable of getting the
job done and getting it done for decades. Many of the used Fs you find have upwards of , miles
on them and are still going strong! With the model of the Ford F came a slight increase in
horsepower from earlier versions. Also, the smooth curve of the front end looked slick and was
a bestseller. Ford made these engines as workhorses to haul and tow for decades to come.
Many Ford forums have people who have owned the model for 20 years, and they still love it as
a work truck â€” making it one of the best F years for reliability. The two gas tanks on the
vehicle need be filled less than other vehicles because of the sheer volume of fuel they can
hold. The Ford F was the first year with the luxury Platinum trim level. The addition of features
like the hill assist and the neutral tow-assist make this a comfortable truck to drive. Also, the
many different trims and models of this year allow you to make this truck customizable.
Whatever it is you need it to be, from a hauling truck for workers to a comfortable cab for
hauling your family around. Also, the resale is one of the best of all Ford F years due to the
unique boxy body design that some find appealing over other F body styles. The durability and
power of this truck are legendary. The durable powertrain, transmission, and engine make this
one of the best of the newer generation of Ford F since the s. Many of the used trucks that you
can find from have over , miles on them and are still driving as steady and reliable as ever! Like
the , the is one of the highest-rated trucks of all models on KBB at 4. This truck is slightly less
potent than the , but it makes up for it in the durable powertrain. There are many more used
trucks of this model for sale with over , miles on them. This high mileage is a testament to how
well-made and beautiful the design was for this F Ford F trucks endured some criticisms in the
early s. Still, after a decade of some changes, the seems to show everything this truck can be
going into the future. With enough miles and years under its tires to prove durability and
comfort, the Ford F from is one of the best-liked by consumers. Of the newest generation of
Ford Fs, we like the the best. The possibility to be very durable and long-lasting is there. Also,
the ability to customize and make the truck yours is a nice Boss feature. Finally, there are very
few critical recalls or safety concerns with the model. The is a model that preceded a sharp
decrease in F engine construction and design. You can still find the model of the F for sale as
dependable work trucks. Anything that lasts 20 years and can even be considered a work truck
has to be considered near in the list of best and worst years for Ford Fs. The Ford F has been in
existence since the early s. Since then, Ford has continually updated and made the truck design
better. Newer designs added customizable trim options, better towing, more horsepower, and
even bigger body designs and cab sizes. The Ford F reliability by year of these trucks can be
graphed out with a few years of decrease in safety due to engine and transmission problems.
This list will detail the most reliable and least reliable engines and transmissions by year since ,
according to NHSTA consumer complaint data collected over the decades. The F from is a very
reliable truck. Although it has much less horsepower than other more recent generations of the
F, it can still be found used for sale today, some with upwards of k miles on them. Many of these
model Fs are still on the road and rank amongst the best you can buy on the used market. The
Ford F saw an uptick in engine problems reported to the NHSTA, but most of these problems
are associated with sparkplugs coming loose or a knocking sound. The Ford F is a favorite for
its design and ranks as one of the best for reliability. It has very few engine problems and only a
few electrical problems, such as dome light issues and car alarm issues. The issues are mainly
due to the more serious engine problems reported about a leaky head gasket. Other than this
problem, the spark plug problems seen in other 90s F is also seen in the model. This also
included things like complete transmission failure before 60, miles, hard shifting, and bucking.
The recalls made on these years were also for something that could be deemed very dangerous.

Dangerous recalls include things such as the fuel tank strap corrosion, which detached the fuel
tank from the undercarriage of the truck! The newest generation of Fs are some of the best F
trucks on the market today. They have very few safety recall concerns, and the engines seem
able to be high horsepower hauling machines that can last a long time. Also, the newest
generation has a wide price range, so you can own one with the least trim and still get the Ford
tough truck on a limited budget. Only time and more miles on these Fs will tell just how
legendary their reliability will be. One thing is for sure that the F is not going anywhere anytime
soon. These trucks will be on our roads for many years to come! The and Ford F were disasters
that caused the company to lose some trust from the public. Severe and catastrophic engine
and transmission failures put the engine quality in question. Also, the recalls for these years
number in the millions and included very dangerous recalls, such as for inadvertent airbag
deployment. Finally, strange complaints about the back windshield shattering and leaking make
this a not very desirable or reliable model of the F â€” one of the worst years for Fs for sure. The
to F models did not have very many safety recalls on things like airbags. However, there are
hundreds of complaints about the engines and transmission. The complaints range from
knocking sounds to complete failure of the transmission or engine and losing powering while
driving. This is a strange problem that these Fs tended to have, making them very unreliable for
work or to carry your family in on a social or commuter basis. The to Ford Fs took a beating,
and it shows. They are renowned as being one of the worst years for the F range of pickups.
Many consumers complained, not just about the engines, which tended to lose power while
driving, but also with the brakes. Yep, you heard that right! The brakes on these models would
fail, and the rotors needed to be replaced. Bad brakes can cause dangerous situations on the
road, and angry owners who had to shell out more money for a rotor that was not at the end of
its life expectancy. Think about what trim and features you want, and then compare that back to
the best years listed before making your choice â€” I hope it helps! The Ford F is a rugged and
legendary truck. But this is what you get with Ford. The bar is set so high, that customers who
buy Fs always expect the very best. Hopefully, you can use this list and information to rate your
truck purchase or to inform you of the trucks you currently own. If you own one of the older
models for the s, there is a vast market surging back for these designs as weekend cruisers.
And if you are lucky enough to own the newest generation of Ford Fs, it seems like Ford has
turned a corner and started to go back to the quality that made them famous for so many
decades. Hi I'm Josh and I'm a huge pickup enthusiast. I started this website in in order to share
all my projects and custom mod tips that I've done with my own Ford F The new Land Rover
navigation update is out now. The links below will take you through to the lowest possible
prices and best deals on official GPS maps. To see the latest prices, click the link On this page
you can find links which take you through to the lowest possible prices and best deals on
official GPS maps. To see Skip to content. Before you go, check this out! Continue Reading. If
electrical parts in your vehicle are not working, the system may have been overloaded and
blown a fuse or tripped a circuit breaker. Before you replace or repair any electrical parts, check
the appropriate fuses or circuit breakers. To check a fuse, look at the silver-colored band inside
the fuse. If the band is broken or melted, replace the fuse. The fuse panel is located under the
right-hand side of the instrument panel. Pull the panel toward you and swing it out away from
the side to remove the trim panel. To reinstall it, line up the tabs with the grooves on the panel,
then push it shut. To remove the fuse box cover, press in the tabs on both sides of the cover,
then pull the cover off. To reinstall the fuse box cover, place the top part of the cover on the
fuse panel, then push the bottom part of the cover until you hear it click shut. Gently pull on the
cover to make sure it is seated properly. The power distribution box is located in the engine
compartment. The relay box is located in the left-hand corner of the engine compartment near
the windshield. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly.
This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of
the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Always disconnect the battery before servicing high current fuses. Always replace a
fuse with one that has the specified amperage rating. Using a fuse with a higher amperage
rating can cause severe wire damage and could start a fire. Never replace a broken fuse with
anything other than a new fuse. Use always an intact fuse of the same color. If a fuse blows
again contact a qualified service center. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your

browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also
use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your
browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Power mirror
switch, Memory seat module microprocessor power, Steering column switch. Radio display,
GPS module. Electric finish panel module , Navigation display Brake-shift interlock, Keypad
illumination, Powertrain control module wake-up, Passive anti-theft system. Powertrain control
module - keep alive power and relay coll, canister vent solenoid, transmission Trailer tow
battery charge relay coll. Rear window defroster relay coll. Front camera washer relay coll SVT
Raptor. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Odometer is miles below
market average! The Ford F Regular Cab offers beautiful upholstery inside and a perfect white
color outside, a handsome shape, and good cargo space, ho-hum performance gives it one of
the top in the class. The F is powered by V6, 3. Clean title, and only 1 owner! This vehicle is
located at our Waterford Dealership! We Accept All Trade-Ins!!! We Buy Cars!!! One of the finest
car dealerships in NJ! We have a vast inventory for you to choose from. Let our knowledgeable
service and finance experts help you get behind the wheel of the perfect vehicle that suits all of
your lifestyle needs! We Finance everyone! No credit, good credit, or bad credit, any credit
situation - we will find a vehicle for you. We accept all trade-ins! Please feel free to contact our
Sales Team for availability and location We don't charge any hiding fees and we have great
warranty's for you to choose from. Our Hours of operation are 9 am - 7 pm Monday through
Saturday. Your search has found yourself this great deal from the best used car dealership.
First, and most importantly we have the best prices in Michigan. In addition, our prices are no
haggle and often below wholesale prices. We will show you the price comparison of our vehicle
versus the competition so you can see for yourself what a great deal you're getting. You will
also be given a CarFax vehicle history report free of charge. Our store has been reliable and
trusted for our 90 years in business. Schafer Chevrolet is the only dealer to give you all this!
Our inventory moves fast! So get off the internet now, and give us a call or come in! You'll be
glad you did! Limited to miles after purchase. Indulge yourself with one of the most highly
crafted, most luxurious automobiles available today. This Ford F Lariat comes equipped with 4
wheel drive, which means no limitations as to how or where you can drive. Different terrains and
varying weather conditions will have no effect as to how this vehicle performs. With less than
53,mi on this Ford F, you'll appreciate the practically showroom newness of this vehicle. Marked
by excellent quality and features with unmistakable refined leather interior that added value and
class to the Ford F Lariat. Where do you need to go today? Just punch it into the on-board
navigation system and hit the road. With complete historical records, you'll know your next
pre-owned vehicle, like this one, inside and out before you purchase it. This Ford F is beautiful
and the interior is clean with virtually no flaws. Unexpected repairs happen on all vehicles, but
this Ford F comes with the protection of the manufacturer's warranty. That doesn't even begin
to describe it. Get behind the wheel and take it for a spin to see just what we mean. Treat
yourself to a Ford F Lariat that's got it all. Nearly every option is packed into this beautiful ride.
The paint and body on this Ford F Lariat looks as fresh as the day it rolled off the assembly line.
A perfect find to complement any rare automotive collection. This beautiful lass will turn heads
everywhere she goes. Amazing wheels help set this Ford F apart from other vehicles like it.
More information about the Ford F With three cab styles, three different bed lengths, and a wide
range of models and optional equipment, there's an F configuration for every truck need. Ford
also boasts that its F has the only full-size pickup with 6-speed automatic transmissions across
the entire lineup. Another feature that stands out, even against rival models from Ford, Chevy
and GMC is MyFord Touch, an all-encompassing connectivity and infotainment system. This
model sets itself apart with A model and configuration for every truck need, standout refinement
and ride comfort, fuel-efficient powertrain lineup, and strong towing and payload ratings. Come
test drive this Ford F! A safe vehicle to haul your most precious cargo! All of the premium
features expected of a Ford are offered, including: air conditioning, tilt steering wheel, and
remote keyless entry. It features an automatic transmission, 4-wheel drive, and 5 liter 8 cylinder
engine. We have a skilled and knowledgeable sales staff with many years of experience
satisfying our customers needs. We'd be happy to answer any questions that you may have.
Stop by our dealership or give us a call for more information. This Ford F XLT comes equipped
with 4 wheel drive, which means no limitations as to how or where you can drive. This low
mileage Ford F has barely been touched. It's the next best thing to buying new. Interesting
features of this model are A model and configuration for every truck need, standout refinement
and ride comfort, fuel-efficient powertrain lineup, and strong towing and payload ratings.
Welcome to Shea Automotive! Stop on in or call to schedule a test drive! We are offering at

home delivery on this vehicle to you! Why buy this vehicle? Features including.. You're looking
for a car that ranks best in price and mileage? Luckily for you, we use Live Market Pricing which
saves you money. Live Market Pricing eliminates the guesswork and hours of research because
we price our cars haggle-free and well below market value. Ask for your pricing summary today!
Call NOW for availability!!!! FX4 trim. Please call dealer to verify these costs. Horsepower
calculations based on trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included
equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Offer is valid through Well Maintained!!! Full Carfax
History Report Included!!! Fully Serviced!!! Great Buy!!! Please don't hesitate to call with any
questions or for a personal walk around of this vehicle. At Sarchione Ford Lincoln Our pricing
philosophy is simple We believe that by putting our very best bottom line price on every vehicle,
it eliminates any unnecessary hassling during your automotive shopping experience. Come see
the difference! Our family has been in the automotive industry for almost years, and that says a
lot about our reputation. Sarchione Auto Group although puts every effort forward to make sure
of accuracy of listings. Despite our efforts to provide useful and accurate information regarding
our vehicles, errors may appear from time to time. Please confirm with us any details that are
important to your purchasing decision such as vehicle options and price. We want you to be
satisfied.. Equipment Group A Luxury Engine: 3. Best of all the price you see is the price you
pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed.
Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. This
vehicle comes with 4WD for better traction on unstable surfaces, like snow and dirt to give you
the edge over anything you might encounter on the road. There are many vehicles on the
market but if you are looking for a vehicle that will perform as good as it looks then this Ford F
XLT is the one! Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these
products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 11, Manual 2. Cylinders 6 cylinders 8, 8 cylinders 3,
Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops.
No accidents. Know The Deal. New Listing. Interesting features of this model are A model and
configuration for every truck need, standout refinement and ride comfort, fuel-efficient
powertrain lineup, and strong towing and payload ratings AutoCheck Vehicle History Summary
Unavailable. Price Drop. Power windows! Power locks! Showing 1 - 18 out of 23, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Reliable, but there are better options. I purchased this truck brand new in
November of It was a little spontaneous, but my finances were in order and dealerships were
running Black Friday ads featuring very aggressive deals. I assume this was because the all
new aluminum bodies were on their way. Despite what the title says, it is actually a super cab
4x4. I opted for the 3. It's the base engine, but if you just drove it without knowing which engine
it had, you would figure it had a V8. In other words, it doesn't feel underpowered. The engine is
rated at horsepower which looks impressive on paper. That means that in order for it to
generate that much power, the engine must rev very high. The hp rating comes at 6, RPM You
really have to press the gas pedal to wake it up. Once you do, it screams with plenty of power.
To put this in perspective, a F in the 90's with a 5. That's just how far technology has advanced
that a much smaller engine can do the same work consuming less fuel. My truck in its
configuration is rated to tow up to 6,lbs. If you need more capability than this, or tow frequently,
the current 5. The tradeoff I made for less capability was more fuel economy. No, I don't expect
to buy a truck for great fuel economy. I bought this truck for the 4x4 in the winter and the bed
for weekend projects. No need to consume more fuel for more capability that I would never
need. The 3. This was a real area of disappointment, here. I measure my fuel economy with both
trip meters: Trip A is per gas tank, Trip B is per oil change. I did achieve This doesn't even reach
the EPA estimated 16mpg for city driving! Again, credit to advances in technology, this fuel
economy is much improved compared to the old F in the 90's with a 5. But compared to other
newer engines, like the ecoboost 3. We got hit by a couple of snow storms this past winter and
the 4x4 made that a non-issue. Acceleration is great for a base V6 I can usually keep the RPM's
diogram
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at or below 2, RPM for acceleration which should help with engine longevity Transmission
shifts great, doesn't jerk or do anything else annoying as sometimes happens with other cars.
Again, this should help with reliability and longevity. Steering and braking are where they need
to be. Really enjoy the SYNC system! Always have my iPod hooked up. I rarely talk on the
phone, but when I do its really convenient having the system automatically stop the music and

let me talk hands-free. The sound system could use some improvement. It is weak, but I plan on
making some aftermarket adjustments to fix this. This was a great and reliable truck. Never had
any mechanical issues with it. However, I was intrigued by Ford's new 2. Rated 18 city, 20
mixed, and 23 highway mpg. So I recently traded in this truck for a new with the 2. I will review
this truck after 10, miles like I did for my , but so far the fuel economy is living up to the hype
this time. I think the 3. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

